
HAPPY? 

Luke 19: 28-40        Thursday, April 4, 2019 

There are times when the emotion and feelings are too great to hold inside. It may be at the football or 
soccer game when the long, unexpected advance down the field finally makes the point. It may be that 
moment when you hold that new child or grandchild for the first time and the tears flow. Or, maybe, at 
the moment when that loved one is gone and, in that moment, the enormity of being without them 
crushes you like a boulder and you break down in sobs. The pressure is too much to hold in. It requires 
relief. 
 
When we read of Jesus’ long trip from the Galilee “up to” Jerusalem, we know it was a difficult time. 
There were lots of other pilgrims making that journey for the Passover. There would have been singing, 
arguing, laughing and crying as they talked and made their way as a long, slow, winding group toward 
their goal. Especially so since in their midst was Jesus: walking, teaching, helping, and healing. The 
emotion was building such that few had seen before. Many didn’t understand what Jesus had done or 
was about or what he would do but they knew something very special was happening. It could be felt in 
the air. The disciples and close followers of Jesus were even more excited (or dubious) at coming to the 
climax of their time with Jesus. It was “either put-up or shut-up” time. 
 
Should we be surprised that “When (Jesus) came near the place where the road goes down the Mount of 
Olives, the whole crowd of disciples began joyfully to praise God in loud voices for all the miracles they 
had seen: “Blessed is the king who comes in the name of the Lord!” 
 
“Peace in heaven and glory in the highest!”” I think not. The joys and the wonders of all they had 
witnessed were too great. The joy, the emotion of the moment, had to come out or they would have 
burst! 
 
So when the Pharisees scolded to “. . . tell this rabble to be quiet – we anticipate a riot!” (JCS version) 
Jesus simply replies “if they keep quiet, the stones will cry out.” Now THAT’s JOY! 
 
Prayer: Father, through the Holy Spirit bring these things to our minds and memories. The sheer joy and 
wonder of the road to Jerusalem – the joy of being near Jesus as he teaches – and the love expressed in 
his touch. Nudge us to remember that the real people on the journey weren’t certain of what they were 
witnessing; only that it was great joy. Father, this season please help us experience the joy and wonder 
of the entry into Jerusalem and of Jesus’ love. In the name of Jesus we pray, Amen. 
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